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This edition brought to you by Sustainable Development Goals 2: Zero Hunger and 6: Clean Water 
 

Movies!  
Cinecenta does dystopia this month: 
1984 May 9  
To the Ends of the Earth May 10 
 

When there isn’t a drop to drink 
Scientists at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and the University of California, Berkeley have 
developed a solar-powered device that can 
produce drinking water out of air - even in desert 
climates.  
"I'm most excited about being able to realize a 
functioning device in these remote areas and to be 
able to provide clean water to all the people who 
need it," said Evelyn Wang, associate mechanical 
engineering professor at MIT and co-author of the 
paper first published in the journal Science.  
While similar methods like atmospheric water 
generators already exist, the new project works in 
drier climates and uses less energy.  
Read more about this one way science and 
technology are making the world a safer and 
healthier place.  
 

On voting  
“All citizenship is local,” says Eric Liu in the TED 
talk, There’s no such thing as not voting. 
“Voting…is a self-fulfilling act of belief.” 
 
Simon Anholt gives a stimulating look at How 
would the rest of the world vote in your country’s 
election? 
Because, as he points out, an election doesn’t just 
affect you, it affects people in countries around the 
globe. 

 
 

UVic is one of Canada’s 100 Greenest 
Employers! 

“The University of Victoria is extremely proud 
to be recognized as one of Canada’s greenest 
employers,” says Mike Wilson, director of 
campus planning and sustainability. “Our 
faculty, staff and students have shown a 
remarkable commitment to sustainability, and 
we actively integrate and apply sustainable 
policies and procedures throughout our 
campus operations.” 
Find out why UVic made the list. The story is 
here. 

 
Eating 

There’s one thing that everyone at Gustavson 
agrees on, and that’s food. Oh, we don’t all 
agree on what we like or how to cook it, but 
we agree that we love eating. 
So to celebrate Earth Day, we hosted a 
challenge. 
Twenty employees decided what “vegetarian” 
meant to them, and signed on to try it for a 
meal, a day, or a week, and a dozen fourth-
year students joined us! 
There were hiccups, of course. Our 100-mile-
diet challenger couldn’t find local oil or salt. A 
student staying with his parents in China 
couldn’t get his mom on board. 
But overall, it was fun – and people shared 
their recipes, so we ended up with a pretty 
great cookbook! 
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